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Forum Name: COD Board Workshop January 22, 2021-February 17, 2021
Date: All
Participants: Amanda Schewe, Sheila Haque, Sudhir (Sid) Shah
Topic Title: Blood Drive Event - SUCCESS! (Author: Amanda Schewe, Replies: 2)
Author
Message
Hello everyone! I wanted to reach out and let you know that the Blood Drive was a
Amanda Schewe
Tue Feb 02, 2021 10:18 am
HUGE success! The attached letter is what I received as a follow up along with the
Honor Roll they provide to highlight those that participated! The representative
shared that their projection was 10 units of blood but they collected 17! A huge
thank you to those who donated.

Judi Beck was onsite as a sponsor and served as a check-in assistant. Sid Shah
donated fifteen $10 gift cards for those who participated . These extra incentives
were just the cherry on top!!!

Sheila Haque
Tue Feb 02, 2021 3:08 pm
Sudhir (Sid) Shah
Thu Feb 04, 2021 11:16 am

The letter does mention the next scheduled blood drive on 3/27/2021. This is of
course dependent on Board approval at the next meeting. Thank you!
That's fantastic news @ Glad we had a great tu rnout!
Thank you all donors! It's very much appreciated .

Topic Title: Speeding Education (Author: Amanda Schewe, Replies: 1)
Author
Messa e
Below are the steps that have been taken to inform residents about the speeding
Amanda Schewe
Tue Feb 02, 2021 11 :07 am
rules, the dangers of speeding, and steps being taken to minimize speeding:
Islander - Very frequently there are articles and reminders about speeding.
LED Signs - There is always a message on the entrance signs that highlights our
25mph speed limit inside the community.
Visitor Cards - Each new guest that comes through the security gates receives a
postcard size map of the community on one side, and a big '25mph throughout the
entire community' on the other side.
Email Blasts - Very frequently there is a small reminder in email blasts that remind
residents of the speed limit.
Florida Highway Patrol - 16 hours a month we have an officer on-site to control
speeding.
Tampa Police Department - During holidays we request for an off duty police officer
to be on-site to detur crime and control speeding.
Radar Signs- The speeding radar signs help give residents a visual reminder of
their speed . The camera on the radar captures video/pictures of speeders going
over a set limit. Once we have the information from that radar, we send a letter
informing those caught speeding of our community speed limit. In the past, the COD
office would send visitors caught speeding a letter and all residents caught
speeding information would be shared with the POA. However, recently the COD
office has been sending letters to ALL speeders (visitor or resident) .
Hopefully, I have listed everything that has been done to help residents and guests
understand that the speed limit in the community is 25mph . John, please feel free to
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